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Synopsis
This excellent resource presents an authentic portrait of Russia’s tumultuous history, chaotic present, and uncertain but promising future. Supplemented by an insightful text, the colorful images evoke the differences between modernity and the past communist period that manifest themselves through society, the arts, and architecture. From the serene beauty of Russia’s landscapes, churches, and age-old artwork to the compelling faces of its inhabitants, young world travelers will experience for themselves the true spirit of Russia through the pages of this book.
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Customer Reviews
The introduction contained a wealth of historical information, accompanied by and followed by, amazing photographs of Russia. A treasure to have. Makes one wish they were young enough to spend a year or two visiting this land of enchantment.

This is a great book if you are looking for an overview of the changes that have been happening in Russia, their culture, and social aspects! Great pictures also!

I just received this book and was very pleased. The pictures are just wonderful. A beatiful sampling of Russia. Thank you.

Gave the book to my daughter whom we adopted from Russia nine years ago. She loves it. Many
beautiful pictures of Russia with great information. She is eating it up and I am sure will be a treasure for years to come.
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